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EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer

Techverx Lahore,Pakistan

I have played a crucial role in providing extensive support for multiple React Native 
applications. Additionally, I have actively contributed to the development of an ERP 
product using React JS. My involvement in client communication and cross-
functional discussions has been instrumental in fostering effective collaboration 
among teams.I not only excel in individual contributions but have also led and 
mentored a team of frontend developers. I effectively managed tasks, encouraged 
collaboration, and ensured timely project delivery. My leadership skills and technical 
expertise make me an asset in driving successful frontend development initiatives.

Software Engineer

Xavor Corporation Lahore,Pakistan

As a skilled React Native Developer, I have successfully developed and delivered 
robust mobile applications. My role involves seamless coordination with design and 
back-end teams to ensure smooth integration of required components. I actively 
engage in client communication and foster productive discussions with cross-
functional teams to achieve project objectives effectively.

Software Engineer

Crewlogix Technologies PVT. LTD Lahore, Pakistan

I have a proven track record of successfully developing top-notch mobile apps. I 
collaborate seamlessly with design and backend teams, ensuring smooth 
integration and delivering exceptional user experiences. Moreover, I actively 
support and assist fellow JS/React developers, providing expert guidance on 
intricate JavaScript challenges. My dedication to excellence and teamwork make 
me a valuable asset to any development project.

React Native Developer

Global Software Consulting Lahore, Pakistan

During my tenure at this esteemed organisation, I have embarked on a remarkable 
learning journey. I initially focused on honing my JavaScript skills, and as time 
progressed, I transitioned to becoming a key contributor to various React Native 
projects. My dedication to continuous improvement and my ability to assist senior 
developers have been instrumental in delivering successful outcomes.

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Information Technology, PUCIT

University of Punjab

Punjab College of Science

F.S.c Pre Engineering

SKILLS

React Native React Js

Redux Saga Redux Toolkit 

React Query Javascript

Typescript Html Css Github

React Material UI React AG Grid

React Native Animations CI/CD

Angular 10 Micro-Frontend

AWS EC2 Docker Wordpress

PROJECTS

Nishat Hotel

I have developed the official 
application for Nishat Hotel, 
offering a seamless experience for 
guests. The app highlights the 
luxurious amenities provided by 
the hotel and enables users to 
conveniently book rooms directly 
from their mobile devices. It aims 
to enhance guest satisfaction and 
streamline the booking process.

React Native
React Native Re-animatted
Javascript
Published on Google Play Store
Published on Apple Store

https://play.google.com/store/apps/detail
s?id=com.nishat.hotel

The Shop

Introducing "The Shop" - a food 
app that lets you customise meals 
with various sides. Order for pickup 
or delivery.Operating on a SaaS 
model, we tailor themes to suit 
individual client preferences while 
maintaining consistent and robust 
business logic.Built with React JS, 
Redux Toolkit, React Forms, React 
Material UI, and Typescript, 
delivering a seamless experience.

React JS
Typescript
Redux toolkit
Html
CSS

https://app.myway.techverxcloud.com/

www.enhancv.com
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MUHAMMAD MUJTABA
Senior Frontend Developer

+92 3334302569 Mujtabarajput333@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muhammad-mujtaba-6b6840189
https://648759a80ad34b04cc311687--boisterous-centaur-fa9d8d.netlify.app/
Lahore,Pakistan.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Successfully led the development and launch of several React 
Native applications, achieving high user satisfaction and 
positive feedback from clients.

Implemented advanced state management using Redux, 
resulting in improved app performance and e�cient data 
handling.

Actively participated in code reviews and applied best 
practices to maintain high code quality and adherence to 
industry standards.

SUMMARY

Highly skilled and motivated React Native and React JS developer with over 4 years 
of professional experience. Proficient in building cutting-edge mobile and web 
applications, leveraging expertise in Redux, TypeScript, and React Query. 
Committed to delivering robust and scalable solutions, I continuously seek 
opportunities to learn and stay updated with the latest technologies. A team player 
with a track record of successfully collaborating on complex projects and driving 
them to successful completion. Looking forward to contributing my skills and 
passion to create innovative and user-centric software solutions.

PROJECTS

Friday Retail Management

Friday is a powerful ERP software 
built on the micro-frontend 
architecture using React.js. It 
features a container app that 
seamlessly integrates multiple sub-
applications, ensuring modularity 
and reusability. This innovative 
design empowers businesses to 
optimize workflows and enhance 
productivity effectively.

React JS
React AG GRID
Typescript
Micro-Frontend
Html
CSS

Master Your Medics

This application was developed 
using React Native, providing a 
seamless and user-friendly 
experience. Say goodbye to 
overwhelming textbooks and 
waiting for years to grasp 
concepts. Interact and learn 
directly from experienced 
professionals, gaining the 
confidence to ace your 
certifications.

React Native
React Forms
Redux Saga
React Native Web View
Javascript

https://play.google.com/store/apps/detail
s?id=com.masteryourmedics

www.enhancv.com


